Namaskar
Abc…, according to Astrology Aquarius ascendant (kumbha lagna) and Aquarius moon
sign (kumbh rashi) is rising in your horoscope, Venus mercury & Saturn are favorable
planets in your horoscope.
In your horoscope sun & mercury are combined in 12th house it forms Budhaditya yoga
which shows that you are an intelligent and deep thinking person, Jupiter is placed in 5 th
house also makes you knowledgeable and gives you mature personality, in your
horoscope Venus (planet of desires) & moon are combines in 1st house which makes
you an ambitious person and you would like to achieve big targets in your life, in your
horoscope ascendant lord Saturn aspects ascendant and there is a exchange of places
between Sun & Saturn so both of these combination are good which will give you good
social respect and it combination also makes you a confident person and gives you
ability to face every situations in your life, according to planetary combination you will be
intelligent knowledgeable and confident person but in your horoscope Saturn aspects
moon (planet of mind) which creates mental instability so there would not be mental
peace in your life and you also feel anxiety and depression problem many times.
If we look on all planetary combinations in your horoscope then your horoscope is an
average horoscope actually here is a mixture of positive & negative planetary
combinations……… in your horoscope your Bhagya lord Venus is placed in 1st house
which is an auspicious combination it helps to get succeed and also gives prosperity so
it is a favorable combination here besides this as we above mentioned Budhadity yoga
is also forms in your chart and Jupiter is also well placed in 5th house so it makes you a
talented person, aspect of Saturn on ascendant will make you a respected person in
society and 11th lord Jupiter aspects 11th house (house of earning) this will give you a
regular earning so these are some favorable combinations in your horoscope but if we
look on some weak point then first of all Mars (career lord) is debilitated in 6 th house
which is a big weak point here from career’s point of view it creates hurdles and struggle
in growth of career, Saturn is hanging between two malefic planets (mars & rahu) so it
also creates hurdles in professional life, as we mentioned 11th lord Jupiter aspects 11th
house so you will earn well but ketu is placed in 2nd house (stable money) so it creates
instability of money……………..so according to planetary combinations your life will be
average, you will be succeed but after hurdles & struggle, in this type of planetary
combinations native faces ups & down in his life time to time and have to do much
efforts to succeed, in your horoscope a favorable & supportive point for you is the
placement of Venus in ascendant because Venus is your Bhagya lord so it means you
will face hurdles & ups & down in your life but because of favorable placement of Venus
finally you will be succeed and your efforts will not be useless.

Health : according to astrology 1st house & it’s lord represents our heath…. In your
horoscope ascendant lord Saturn is placed in 7th house and it aspects 1st house which
is a favorable thing for your health and it will protect you from major health issues
besides this placement of Venus in 1st house is also supports your health, but
placement of moon in 1st house is not good for your health because moon is 6th house
lord (lord of diseases) so moon’s placement in 1st house is a weak point from health’s
points of view besides this debilitated mars is placed in 6th house which creates health
issues so according to this planetary combination your health will be medium but
because of moon’s placement in ascendant and debilitated mars in 6 th house there will
be some health issues in your life, you will specially face…. digestion problem, intestine
related problem, stomach infections, muscles pain, hipper acidity & joints pain.
Mars is debilitated in your chart in 6th house so there also makes a chance of surgery in
your life.
Career : according to astrology 10th house & it’s lord controls our career and Saturn
also represents professional life……. In your horoscope 10th house lord Mars (lord of
career) is debilitated in 6th house (malefic house) so 10th lord is so weak here besides
this Saturn (signifecater of professional life) is hanging between two malefic planets and
Saturn is placed with only 4 degree so Saturn is also weak here, so because 10 th house
lord mars (career lord) and Saturn both are weak in your horoscope so it makes your
career struggleful and you will face ups & down in your career time to time, one thing is
helpful for your career and it is retrograde Jupiter, Jupiter is placed in 5 th house but it is
retrograde so Jupiter also have effect of placed in 4th house and it also aspect 10th
house (house of career) so Jupiter is giving strength to your career….. so result of all
these planetary combinations is this your career will be struggleful because 10th lord
mars & Saturn is so weak here so it creates hurdles in career time to time and person
would not get expected results in his career but Jupiter is helpful for your career so after
struggle you will be able to succeed in your career but status of your career will be
average will not be expected. (we will recommend some remedies for this)
Finance & prosperity : 11th house in horoscope represents earning and 2nd house
represents stability of money or stable money besides this Venus is the natural
significater of money & prosperity……… in your horoscope 11th & 2nd house lord Jupiter
is well placed in 5th house so it is a auspicious combinations and Jupiter aspects 11th
house so 11th house (house of earning) is strong in your horoscope which shows
regular earning so you will earn well and your regular earning will be okay, but in your
horoscope Ketu (a malefic planet) is placed in 2nd house so 2nd house is weak here
which creates instability of money, besides this Venus is placed in 1st house but Venus
is hanging between two malefic planets (ketu & sun) so Venus is okay here but not in
best condition it is also medium so according to all planetary combinations your earning

will be okay you will earn well but there will be instability of money or much expenses
also possible in your life.
Venus is placed in your horoscope with medium strength and retrograde Jupiter aspect
your 4th house (house of property) so property & prosperity will be okay in your life.
Married life : 7th house and it’s lord represents marital status and Venus is also
signifies married life, in your horoscope 7th lord Sun is placed in 12th house (a malefic
house) and malefic planet Saturn is placed in 7th house besides this 7th house is
hanging between two malefic planets (mars & rahu) so 7th house and its lord sun both
are weak here which creates marital ups & down but Venus is okay in your chart and
moon & Venus two auspicious planet aspect 7th house (house of marriage) so there is
possibility of ups & down or disputes in your married life but because of auspicious
aspect of moon & Venus on 7th house problems will not create serious situation so your
married life would be in medium status.
Jupiter represents progeny or children, In your horoscope Jupiter is well placed in 5th
house so your kids will be respectful well behaving for you and will support you in life.
So according to planetary combinations in your horoscope as we above mentioned that
your life will be average and life will be stable after struggle but good thing is this your
efforts and struggle will not be useless because your Bhagya lord Venus is well placed
in 1st house and it is okay so this is true that you will face ups & down in your life time to
time specially in your career so you have to much efforts to succeed but your Venus will
always help you and after hurdles you will achieve your goals.
On more thing is important here that mars is debilitated in 6th house and it creates debt
problem so you should always avoid to take loans or other type of debts because
debilitate mars creates problem in repayments also, besides this you should always
conscious in driving any vehicle.
Present & upcoming time : in now days Jupiter antardasha (2/8/2015 to 12/2/2018) is
running in Saturn mahadasha (12/2/1999 to 12/2/2018) Saturn is not very strong here
but it’s favorable planet in your horoscope and antardasha lord Jupiter is well placed in
your horoscope so planetary dashas in your horoscope is okay but present planetary
transit is not good for you, rahu is transiting in Leo and ketu is transiting in Aquarius and
these both are giving negative influence to your natal Saturn & Venus which creates
professional and financial struggle, besides this Jupiter is transiting in Virgo on your
natal rahu so Guruchaldaal yoga is forming in now days in your life it also creates
hurdles and health issues besides this Saturn is moving with Scorpio in your 10th house
(house of career) from 20th June so it is also a malefic combination for your career in
now days, so in presents all planetary transit is struggleful for you, but now important
thing is this how will be upcoming time for you……. There will be some planetary

changes in future which will be auspicious & helpful for you, first of all rahu & ketu will
change them place on 17th August and it will be a positive change for you but specially
Jupiter will enter in Libra on 12th September 2017 it will be very auspicious combination
for you, when Jupiter will enter in Libra then it will aspect your natal Jupiter, Venus &
moon so it will be very fruitful for you, present struggle in your life will stop and your life
will speed up and there will be many opportunities in your life after 12th September, as
you mentioned about your job problem in your first consultation so Jupiter’s transit in
Libra also will be fruitful for your career and after Jupiter’s enter in Libra on 12th
September there will be good chances for your job, so Jupiter’s transit from September
2017 will bring good changes in your life, after it there will be one more positive change
for you…. Saturn will enter in Sagittarius on 26th October and it will aspect your natal
Jupiter so it also will be auspicious for your career and will help you to grow in your
career so after September 2017 planetary transit will be fruitful for you and you efforts
will be fulfilled.
We are recommending some astrological remedies for you which will be helpful in your
growth :
Remedies :
1. Wear a 7.25 carat Neeli with a silver ring in right hand middle finger on any
Saturday morning.
2. Wear a 7.25 carat opal with a silver ring in left hand middle finger on any Friday
morning.
3. Chant the mantra – Om kram krim krom saha bhaumay namaha 108 times daily.
4. Chant the mantra – Om bram brahaspate namaha 108 times daily.
5. Light a mustard oil lamp to peepal tree or in any shani temple on every Saturday.
6. Recite Hnuman chalisa daily.
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